Quant Developer– Permanent Contract
Compass is a Swiss company specializing in the creation of financial indices and quantitative investment
strategies.
Since 2017, Compass team has been developing innovative indices for its clients and supporting them
in the various stages of the development of their index product range.
Thanks to our experience, we are one of the most innovative and responsive financial index providers
and calculators on the market.
For our French subsidiary, we are looking for a financial engineer - permanent contract (CDI). The
position is based in Paris.

Your Role:







Upskill on the existing proprietary index calculation engine
Maintain and improve the Python index platform environment
Understand the new incoming indices and implement their calculation in Python language in
the existing architecture
Manage the daily production process related to the computation and publication (on
Bloomberg, Reuters, …) of client and internal strategies
Participate in R & D on new indices / strategies developed by Compass
Provide support to customers

What we are looking for:










With a Master degree or equivalent, you benefit from solid knowledge in computer
development and mathematics
You have a minimum 2 years’ experience in the implementation of systematic strategies
Strong Python development experience is essential (Flask framework is a plus)
You master the Windows & Linux environments
You master the fundamentals of non-SQL databases like MongoDB
Knowledge of C #, R, HTML & CSS is a plus
Knowledge of the Bloomberg and Reuters APIs is a plus as well as basic mechanisms of
financial products
You are fluent written and spoken English, French is a plus
You want to join an innovative startup in the financial field

Compass is a young company that offers a significant evolution perspective to his employees. Compass
offers great flexibility in the organization of working time.
Compensation: competitive fixed salary + bonus
To apply, please provide your CV and cover letter to: info@compass-ft.com .
Website: www.compass-ft.com

